Hu family. She is engaged to an undesirable man, Li Guanwang. Her mother has been misled by a matchmaker who claims that Li is from a well-to-do family. The unfortunate match is portrayed as "the Goddess of Mercy soon to be paired with a lowly spirit!" 2 On the eve of her wedding, like many Cantonese brides in real life, Sixth Aunt sorrowfully sings her bridal laments.
The muyushu text, on this occasion, is interwoven with a series of bridal laments. The musical and textual characters of a different genre of muyushu would have been easily identified by local readers.
The story continues with a rather established plot. Immediately after their marriage, Guanwang pawns all of Sixth Aunt' s fine clothing and jewelry for money to satisfy his gambling habit. As expected, he loses all the money. Without a single set of decent clothes to wear, Sixth Aunt is too ashamed to perform the huimen rituals of returning to her natal home on the third day of her wedding celebration. She is able to pay a visit only two months later, after she has borrowed a fine, yet unfit dress from another woman.
Appreciating Sixth Aunt' s sorrow, her mother and her best female friend dissuade Sixth Aunt from returning to her husband' s home. Noticing that Sixth Aunt has already stayed at her natal home for a while, Guanwang is encouraged by his stepmother to pay his in-laws a visit. He puts on the clothes left by his ancestors, but his apparent poverty invites only scorn and ridicule. Guanwang is so angry that he considers taking a concubine and ignoring his wife. However, he is cautioned by his stepmother who encourages him to improve his circumstances to win back Sixth Aunt.
Despite the grim prospects, Sixth Aunt feels that she has to return to her husband' s house because she is "his woman in life and his ghost in death."
3 At that juncture, the story line twists dramatically. When Sixth Aunt arrives at her husband' s house, she has a pleasant surprise and a change of fate. Guanwang has unexpectedly acquired some wealth in a rather short time through gambling, ridiculous as it seems. The Liugu huimen thus guarantees a happy ending. Sixth Aunt and her family change their attitude towards Guanwang. She gives birth to several children, and they live happily ever after.
A muyushu bearing a similar title -Sangu huimen (Third Aunt returning to her natal home), presents a simpler and happier story than Liugu huimen. With the introduction of a matchmaker, the Qiu family delivers their beloved third daughter, Third Aunt, to a marriage with the son of the Wang family. The matchmaker has assured them that the Wang family is wealthy, and the fiancé of Third Aunt, a diligent student, is also keen to start his own business. The text says:
It was heard yesterday that he is going to open a shop to sell silk; He has already drawn up the [shop] regulations, and he is determined . . . Never does he visit prostitutes or gambling houses. He is the kind of man who can hold onto what he has achieved, no doubt. 4 In other words, Wang is an ideal husband for Third Aunt, and, more important, an ideal son-in-law for his wife' s family. With such a promising start, readers are told that Third Aunt has nothing to worry about after her marriage. Hence, unlike Sixth Aunt who laments on the eve of her wedding, Third Aunt sings the bridal songs while practicing the pinning rite. She "only pretends to be mournful."
5 Similar to the way Liugu huimen is sung, bridal laments are inserted into the text of Sangu huimen as an easily identifiable separate genre.
The promising beginning of Sangu huimen also ends happily. When Third Aunt goes back to her natal home to visit her parents three days after her marriage, she decorates herself with fine clothing and precious jewelry, showing off the fortunes of her husband' s family. She tells her mother and female relatives and friends that the words of the matchmaker are true. As expected, Third Aunt bears a number of sons and daughters and lives a happy life.
The stories of Liugu huimen and Sangu huimen are so typical among popular fiction that most readers would find the two narratives unremarkable. Rather than focusing on the story, I will show how the literary format of muyushu might have painted certain images of women in the Pearl River Delta region. Despite the constraints in real life, what alternative choices would women imagine that they have that are different from those of fictional characters? Furthermore, how might various forms of communication within the same genre of song (in this case bridal laments) -oral, manuscript, or print media -have given the singers and their audience different cultural messages and opportunities for improvisation? Finally, because these ballads are sung in Cantonese and written in a Chinese script mixed with invented Cantonese words, it will be interesting to explore the local flavor of this genre of literature.
Muyushu and the Late Qing Local Literature
Muyushu is used as a collective term for the songbooks of various popular narratives in Cantonese, particularly the nanyin (southern tone) and longzhou (dragon boat) types. 6 Although scholars try to assign them clear definitions, the three terms often appear interchangeably in texts.
7 Whereas the term longzhou refers to texts that are three to four pages long, the terms muyu and nanyin are used interchangeably for exceedingly long pieces. Written in a verse style of basically seven-character lines, the language used is not full colloquial Cantonese. Instead, classical language is mixed with Cantonese usages, which, in some cases, can only be written in made-up characters. In performance, the three terms refer to three different forms of singing. Thus, the same text can be sung in the style of muyu (oratorio without the accompaniment of a musical instrument), in the style of longzhou (singing with a regular interlude played with a "dragon-boat drum," often performed by beggar-like jugglers in villages), or in the style of nanyin (singing accompanied by more elaborate and standard prelude and interlude, often performed with a Chinese vertical bamboo flute or yehu made from coconut shell). This generalization masks variations that have evolved over a few centuries.
What is clear is that the term muyu appears in texts as early as the late Ming period. Two late Ming/early Qing men, Kuang Lu (1604-1650) and Wang Shizhen (1634-1711), mentioned in their poems the practice of singing muyu in Guangdong.
8 Qu Dajun' s (1630-1696) Guangdong xinyu (New accounts of Guangdong, first published in 1700) also provides some references for the use of these texts. Qu mentions that women invited blind musicians to sing the moyuge (touching-fish songs) in their gatherings.
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The earliest extant muyushu song texts, Huajian ji (The story of the flowered letters), date back to 1713 and is now archived at the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
10 Literati considered many of these popular texts vulgar and worthless, and few of the early editions survived. Most of the extant muyu texts available in public collections are Republican publications.
Muyushu, nanyin and longzhou have varied contents -historical narratives, mythological tales, stories of famous men, love stories, and descriptions of local rituals and customs.
11 Historical narratives tell the stories of the "ancients" (guren). The themes of "talented students and beautiful ladies" (caizi jiaren) are most popular. In spite of their abundance of titles and subjects, many muyushu share an underlying narrative structure and ideology. They begin with a brief mentioning of the geographic setting, and continue with a narrative of the family background of the major characters, a portrait of the major characters, several tangled plots of the story, a happy ending, and, finally, the moral of the story, told by the author in the first person. Among the 158 sets of muyushu collected at the University of Hong Kong, over one hundred have a happy ending. Of these, the final section of sixty-eight is entitled "so-and-so tuanyuan" (literally, "uniting as a perfect circle"), regardless of how miserable the previous part of the story might have been. As in modern television soap operas, happy endings are appealing to the majority of the audience, especially among the poor and marginalized. Wing-hoi Chan' s study on the use of muyushu among the Hakka population in the New Territories shows that the Gao Wenju zhenzhu ji was one of the most favorite texts among female readers because the story mirrored their hard lives. Many of their husbands had migrated overseas, and these Hakka women endured the burden of raising their families and hoped only that their lives could end happily one day.
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Liugu huimen and Sangu huimen are two of the published muyushu with a happy ending. The publication dates of both texts are unknown. 13 However, if we judge from the printing style and the background knowledge about the publisher, Wuguitang, it is reasonable to speculate that the existing copies of Liugu huimen and Sangu huimen that I have read were late Qing and early Republican publications. That Sangu huimen was published in Guangzhou suggests that it may be a late Qing or early Republican publication, because Wuguitang had its headquarters in Guangzhou from the mid-Guangxu (1875-1908) period on. That Liugu huimen was published by the Hong Kong branch of Wuguitang and had a color-printed cover indicates a more definite publication date. Because Wuguitang did not use color-printed covers for its muyushu texts until the 1950s, 14 the existing copy of Liugu huimen was most likely published in or after the 1950s. However, if Sangu huimen was a late Qing or early Republican publication, given the similarities in title and subject matter, it is reasonable to assume that an earlier edition of Liugu huimen existed.
My speculation is also based on the assumption that the mid-and late Qing periods witnessed the increasing adaptation of local happenings in literature and, in particular, in vernacular writings. A traceable example is the case of Liang Tianlai, a Panyu native whose family members were murdered by burglars in 1727. Legend has it that the murders were plotted by a certain Ling Guiqing, who wanted to seize Liang' s house for geomancy reasons. Because Ling bribed the officials involved, the lawsuit never received a fair trail until the Emperor heard of the case and appointed a commissioner to intervene in 1731. Based on the legend, a story entitled "Yunkai xuehen" (Wiping out a grievance while clouds apart) was written sixty years later by Ou Su and collected in his Ailou yizhi (A record of indolence at the cloudy tower), miscellaneous notes on local hearsay, prefaced in 1794. 15 In 1809, a muyushu entitled Liang Tianlai jingfu qishu (A spectacular book about Liang Tianlai, [written to] warn the riches) was published, which was followed by another novel, Jingfu qishu, published in the same year.
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Another muyushu called Liang Tianlai gao yuzhuang (Liang Tianlai suing at the imperial court) was published at a later date, probably in the late Qing period. 17 The Jingfu qishu was then adapted by Wu Jianren, a Panyu writer, and rewritten under the title of Jiuming qiyuan (A remarkably unfair case involving nine lives) in 1907. Cantonese operas based on the same story were then composed during the Republican period. 18 The various adaptations from the late eighteenth to the early twentieth century of the story of Liang Tianlai indicate the growth of a local audience that was large enough to support a sizable local literature market that depicted local events that had taken place in local settings. Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen might have been two examples reflecting the "localization" of subject matter in the late Qing popular literature in Guangdong.
19

Detailing the Role of Women in Vernacular Literature and Local Culture
Both Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen can be considered "local" in the sense that they describe in detail many peculiar local marriage practices, and, like the majority of the muyushu, are composed mainly in Cantonese and are supposed to be chanted in Cantonese. By further analyzing how local marriage practices are narrated in Sangu huimen, Liugu huimen and a number of other titles and by reviewing the Cantonese singing traditions in the New Territories, 20 I will evaluate the role of women in the construction of a vernacular literature and the "local" cultural meanings embedded in it.
The laments
Bridal laments in Cantonese occupy a considerable part of the text of both Liugu huimen and Sangu huimen. The practice of singing laments in marriage and funeral rituals was, and still is, common in various parts of China. This practice has been studied by both Chinese and Western scholars.
21 A very striking image in bridal laments concerns death, especially in reference to the groom and his family. In addition, Wing-hoi Chan and other scholars have observed that bridal laments sung among the Punti, the Dan, 22 and the Hakka share similar themes. First, they count the bride' s debts and credits in relation to her parents. They highlight the bride' s ties to her natal lineage and they curse the matchmaker. They blame the bride' s parents for marrying her off, and stress sisterhood feelings for her female companions. Finally, they make derogatory references to the women married to men of her natal lineage. Improvisations are common and mostly in the form of claims, accusations, and self-defense.
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Chan' s study further reveals that the bridal laments sung among the Dan fishermen are much more individualized and contextualized. 24 For example, in one lament composed by a Woman To from Kat O, who emigrated to the Netherlands, she tells her younger sister, the bride, how hard it is to run a restaurant in the Netherlands. 25 Accusations against the father of a certain Woman Shek are sung by her female relatives at Ap Chau when she is sent off to Ko Lau Wan. He is portrayed as mean because he would not lend money to his younger brother when the latter needed resources to buy an apartment. He is also not ready to hold a feast for his daughter' s wedding.
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In contrast, the bridal laments sung among the Punti women are tailored more to the situation than the person. The bridal laments of Woman Law of Siu Lik Yuen are sung at certain stages during marriage rituals, such as when "packing clothes into the suitcase" (diegui) and upon "the arrival of the sedan chair" (jiaolai). The laments sung by Woman Tsang of Tung Tau Tsuen are so specific that, not only are they addressed to her siblings, but some songs also address female relatives with particular backgrounds, such as those who are young widows, widows with several sons, or widows who have daughters but no sons.
In areas such as Yuen Long-Sheung Shui-Fanling, there have been "girl houses" (mawu). Those who congregate there work hard to memorize the difficult lament texts. A local elder once explained that the sophisticated form of previously composed repertoire made it difficult to invent new texts. 27 Moreover, some women composers are fond of and proud of adopting certain literary forms into their bridal laments. Woman Cheung of Tai O has adapted a number of stories by "ancients" (guren). The "ancients," such as Di Qing, Mu Guiying, Liang Shanbo, and Zhu Yingtai are historical or fictional figures to whom Woman Cheung has only slight exposure through local operas. 28 Woman Tsang of Tung Tau Tsuen also emphasizes that her efforts to compose the laments parallel those of a student who diligently follows established rules.
One may argue that women who lack the command of literacy enjoy a degree of creativity and individuality when they compose the bridal laments precisely because they do not feel bound by the rules and cultural assumptions of a written tradition. Chan acknowledges that bridal songs "have a certain degree of autonomy from the immediate context of their individual performance," but argues that rather than representing the voice of an individual woman, bridal laments are collective voices expressed through the brides to highlight the line drawn between the brides' natal kin and the grooms'. They also illustrate the power relationship between the two.
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If we compare the language and contents of the laments that are actually sung with those printed on muyushu, we learn that whereas the bridal laments in an oral tradition are very often claims, accusations, and selfdefense expressed orally by women, those in printed form are expressed in a more literary manner and were probably penned by men. To an extent, the bridal laments in both the Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen appear closer to those composed and sung among the Punti population. They remain restrained in tone and stick closer to the moralistic ideals of a written tradition. When compared to laments sung by the Hakka and the Dan fishermen, Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen pale in the degree of selfexpression.
In the Sangu huimen, it is said that because "numerous women want to listen to the laments," and "neighbors flock to [Third Aunt' s] home to wait for the performance," Third Aunt ends up not being able to sing with her own full voice. In the exceedingly long bridal laments that appear in the following section of the text subtitled "dakai tancheng" (literally, "opening up the charcoal jar" -tancheng, the homophone in Cantonese of tanqing, which means "unleashing of feelings"), Third Aunt' s mournful feelings are false and her singing is reluctant. Third Aunt' s mood in the performance is largely determined by her happy relationships with her natal family and a marriage full of future promise. As arranged by the author of the texts, she has no reason to grieve.
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In only one aspect are the bridal laments sung by Third Aunt and her "sisters" similar to those sung in the New Territories, namely, the adoption of death imagery. However, Third Aunt makes no accusations or comments about her own family members, which occasionally are found in oral performances. She only sends greetings to her seniors and warnings to her juniors. She does not even accuse the groom' s family and the matchmaker, as would have been expected in performances. Therefore, the death and hell imageries in the text of Sangu huimen remain superficial imitations of those employed in the laments that are actually sung. The difference between insiders (the bride' s natal-kin group) and outsiders (the groom' s family) is not asserted.
In the Liugu huimen, the deceit in the match making is seen as the root of Sixth Aunt' s sorrow, as presented in the bridal laments in the later passages of the text. In fact, a distinguishing feature of the Liugu huimen' s laments is her severe and direct accusations against the matchmaker. She says:
Harming others, [her] intention is not simple. This person will never be tolerated by the Heavenly code. Whoever harms others will eventually harm herself; this has always been true from of old. Retribution and compensation are sure to follow.
[I] pray for you that the older you are, the worse-off you become, and the harder your life will be. For a whole day, no water and rice will touch your lips. Three times a day your body will stick to the [sleeping] mat. For a whole year, you cannot avoid any disease.
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Cursing the matchmaker is a common theme found in the bridal laments sung among the Punti and Hakka populations. 32 In a real-life situation, a bride' s accusation against a matchmaker may not be a genuine accusation but merely an expression of uncertainty and anxiety about her own future. However, the accusation presented in the Liugu huimen appears much more valid and justifiable because of the background narratives given in advance.
In addition to being a "story," both the Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen were meant to be up-to-date and handy song texts. The Sangu huimen is subtitled "an up-to-date song text for sending off a daughter from her chamber, a newly selected, comprehensive edition." The Liugu huimen is subtitled "an up-to-date lament text for marrying off a daughter, a revised, newly selected, and comprehensive edition." Such handbook-like song texts are not uncommon in Cantonese vernacular literature. Two early Republican publications, the Shikuan hanshu (Up-to-date book of laments) and the Furu xige buqiuren (Women and children learning songs without asking the others), are examples of printed bridal laments. Putting aside the storylines of Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen, we may consider the two muyushu as samples of these singing handbooks. Understandably, these mass-produced, standardized song texts can incorporate no individual and contextual messages. They contain primarily an abundance of such literary devices as metaphors or the breaking of a character into several parts to become parts of a poem. It is doubtful that these songbooks would have been used on the occasion of an actual wedding. Where singing bridal laments was a necessary practice, women would have learned from their female seniors to sing or compose their own bridal laments. These seniors, in most cases, lacked the command of literacy to consult any handbook. Brought up in an oral culture, they had their own ways of transmitting the singing practice from one generation to the next.
We should further distinguish the bridal laments that exist in a manuscript tradition from those in a print tradition -although both belong to the category of written culture. A manuscript entitled Hunyin sangji hanshu (A book of laments used in marriages and funerals), collected at the Guangdong Provincial Library in Guangzhou, might shed light on this issue. The manuscript illustrates contemporary social circumstances and the personal situations of the people involved. For example, in a paragraph sung at a funeral during the rite of "buying water," the following appears: "The Republic has invented a new order of fashion. . . . The old court pearls should no longer be worn, so as not to be mocked by others as being foolish!" In the same text, foreign fashions and commodities, such as Western-style suits (xizhuang), British pounds sterling, and American dollars are listed.
33 Such timely improvisations do not easily find their way into the printed form of the muyushu.
The marriage
Both Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen attempt to incorporate the details of local marriage rituals into the stories. These rites, as indicated by the subtitles of the text, include "matching the birthdays of bride and groom" (he niangeng), "seeing the bride off" (songjia), "pinning the hair and making up the face" (shangtou kaimian), "eating rice at the warm chamber" (shi nuanfangfan), "making fun of the bride and the groom at their newlydecorated bedroom" (nao xinfang), and, finally, "[the bride] going back to the natal home" (huimen, usually practiced by the bride three days after her marriage). A detailed illustration of these marriage rituals is simultaneously a demonstration of norms. Yet in the real-life situation of the Pearl River Delta region, the "norms" of marriage could have been multiple. As indicated at the beginning of this study, zishunu (forming sisterhoods with other female companions and taking vows not to marry) and buluojia (not cohabiting with one' s husband after marriage) used to be common practices. In Liugu huimen, Sixth Aunt is at one point open to one of these two possibilities. When she returns to her natal home to express her miseries, her mother is so distressed by her daughter' s situation that she suggests:
He is so poor, he cannot stay long.
[If he dies,] I shall find you another husband and tie up another good knot.
A second possibility offered to Sixth Aunt is proposed by one of her closest female xiangzhi (literally, friends knowing each other very well). She says:
Yesterday there were ten pieces of dates of birth [submitted by the matchmaker], I said that I would not marry from then on and was willing to stay with my father and mother. I would like to stay at home with you. Don't endure the bitterness and sorrow [caused by] the disloyal bloke.
[Because] you can make shoes and I can have threads unknotted, Together we can work diligently and save some money. If our parents do not allow us to do so, We can live in the nunnery. Eating vegetarian meals, I would like to be a nun. 35 Nevertheless, the author of the text has already determined how the story should end, and remarrying or resisting marriage are not options. The matchmaker' s fabrications and Guanwang' s addiction to gambling are, from the author' s point of view, of little consequence. It is the obligation of Sixth Aunt to be patient and hope for the best. Sixth Aunt is left with no choice. Her moral character (in accordance with Confucian principles) is appreciated once again towards the end of the text:
You can see how Sixth Aunt is content with the lot she has. Being able to wait until the cloud parts, she [finally] sees the brightness of the moon. 36 Here, the idea of "marriage resistance" proposed by the xiangzhi is particularly worth exploring. It is not a coincidence that intimate relationships among females are mentioned in both Sangu huimen and Liugu huimen. In Sangu huimen, among all the bridal laments illustrated, the most dramatic scenes come from those sung between Third Aunt and her "sisters" -her female relatives and friends in a general sense. They probably have no blood relationship with Third Aunt but are described as "sharing the same heart" (tongxin) with her. By using various names of flowers, insects, birds, vegetables, and herbal medicines as metaphors, the laments express the sorrow of Third Aunt and her "sisters" and expose the conflicts between their intimacy (qing) and a conjugal relationship between Third Aunt and her would-be husband. This illustration paves the way for the main subject of the story -Third Aunt must return to her natal home not only because she has to visit her parents, but also because she has promised to report to her "sisters" about her married life. It is also with these tongxin that Third Aunt can share with her most intimate feelings. She tells them how caring her husband is -something she is too shy to tell her own mother.
I would like to suggest that this tongxin and xiangzhi relationship and particularly the proposal of marriage resistance that appear in the texts are a superficial imitation, or even a distortion of the zishunu and buluojia customs that were prevalent in some areas in the Pearl River Delta. 37 In fact, both zishunu and buluojia are the two most common local subject matters adapted in muyushu, although the terms seldom appear in the texts. Opinions of the practices of zishunu and buluojia that are reflected in various muyushu are surprisingly consistent -they are at least ambivalent if not totally negative. In some cases, the authors simply designed the story as a statement about the love-sickness of a girl who has committed to a sisterhood. 39 In others, the authors designed the story as a tragedy and did not forget to give readers a lesson that such relationships are undesirable. In the Chuixiao yiyou (Playing the flute [she] misses [her] friend), a girl finds fault with her "golden-orchid friend" for not keeping in touch since they have lived apart. She concludes with bitterness that committing to "a golden-orchid [relationship] is like [obtaining] a ticket to see the Emperor of Hell. It damages the remaining years of my life." 40 In the Menglan yiyou (Menglan missing her friend), the major female character, Menglan, has a similar painful experience. She thus "advises the 'red-powder girls'; that, never should they take up the sadness of mine [hers] ." 41 In the Riye shichen (Hours through days and nights), one finds a similar message: "[I] advise the girls that they ought not to seek [such] joy. That they should never engage in a 'knowing-each-other-well' relationship" is clearly conveyed towards the end of the text. 42 An exceedingly elaborate example of such stories is the Jie xielan. The major female character of the story, Yuan Qingchan, believes the rumors that her "golden-orchid" sister, Jin Yuchan, has fallen in love with another girl, and she intends to end their former relationship. Qingchan is so depressed that she finally commits suicide. Yuchan and her mother later communicate with the ghost of Qingchan through a sorcerer and explain to her that the rumors were untrue. The clarification is, of course, too late. Yuchan can only live the rest of her life with great regret.
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In Shi'er shichen, Bilan cannot sleep well because she is remembering her intimate relationship with her "golden-orchid" sister, Qingyu, who has recently married and broken their former relationship. At the beginning of the text, Bilan remembers how "scrumptious" (yewei) such a "golden-orchid" relationship is. Yet she regrettably says at the end that:
At the beginning I supposed you were of true affinity and fidelity. I did not expect you would hurt me as such. This is a good lesson for all othersOne should never become involved in a "same-heart" relationship again!
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In some cases, the authors reject the ideas of buluojia and zishunu and offer a compromising solution. In the Chai waimu wu, the buluojia practice is not treated favorably: the husband is angry with his wife because she prefers to stay with her "golden-orchid" sister and does not return to join him for three years. He throws stones at his mother-in-law' s house and wishes to negotiate with his wife. His mother-in-law finally makes a compromise by allowing him to stay with her daughter at her home. 45 In the Jinxiu shizhai, the zishunu custom is recognized only when it is practiced in another form -Jinxiu' s refusal to marry is accepted because she chooses to become a nun. Her determination is appreciated in the text only because her actions fit the ideal of chastity (zhenjie). 46 Another muyushu, Mei Li zheng hua, is regionally set in Fujian. It shares the same idea that it is not desirable for women to reject married life. When the major male character of the story, Mr Mei, suggests marriage to the two young women who have saved his life, both decline his proposal because they have a tongxin (same heart) relationship. However, in the author' s hand, a few lines of persuasion are enough to change their mind -the young women are ultimately willing to "entrust" their "humble bodies to the man" 47 In other cases, authors proposed a total abandonment of zishunu and buluojia practices. In Husinu zitan (A woman silk worker lamenting on her own), a woman spinster is initially very proud of her ability to earn her livelihood by working in a silk factory. Thus, she pins up her own hair (shuqi) and pledges in front of her relatives that she will never marry and will take care of her parents from then on. However, her parents die unexpectedly when the woman is in her thirties. She spends all her savings on their funerals and is unable to retrieve the funds she has entrusted to others to invest. By that time, she is too old to work as efficiently as she did in her younger days and is thus rejected by her employer. She regrets her former decision to remain unmarried and decides to find a husband for herself. According to the story, she realizes that this is the only guarantee of happiness for the rest of her life.
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In Yejian Jinlan (Warning Jinlan at night), Jinlan does not go to her husband' s house and stays with her "golden-orchid sisters." One night, the Goddess of Mercy appears in her dream and says to her that:
The practice of not returning to husband' s house is objectionable. If the husband' s family is poor and does not have a descendent, The ghost of his ancestor will cry sorrowfully. They will go to the Emperor of Hell to seek a resolution, And [the Emperor of Hell] will put you, such an unscrupulous girl, in the "tower of looking back to your native village" (i.e., put her to death).
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Taking the advice of the Goddess, Jinlan gives up her buluojia practice and even manages to persuade her "golden-orchid" sisters to abandon their buluojia practice entirely.
The ambivalent attitudes held by the muyushu authors towards the ideas of buluojia and zishunu appear to be consistent with the orthodox viewpoints commonly held by the literati. However, these attitudes are equally ambivalent when compared to those held by local literati in Guangdong. Helen Siu has clearly shown that the practices of buluojia and zishunu were, in fact, accepted as the norm by some elite families in the Shunde and Xiangshan regions, at least until 1949. It is very possible that the muyushu authors did not come from regions such as Shunde and Xiangshan. Having only heard about the buluojia and zishunu practices, the muyushu authors might have approached the matter with an orthodox mindset. Given that most of the muyushu reviewed in this article are Republican productions, it is also reasonable to speculate that these muyushu authors might well be trying to identify with the modern Chinese intellectuals, who often found the indigenous customs exotic and incomprehensible.
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It is interesting to contrast the marriage prospects of men and women characters portrayed in various muyushu. Unlike the tragic mood presented in the previous stories, polygamy is often narrated with a joyful ending in muyushu. When I first examined the table of contents of all the muyushu collected at the University of Hong Kong, I was struck by the frequency of similar subtitles, "Er / San mei tuanyuan / tonghuan or so and so" (literally, "uniting as a perfect circle with / being happy together with two / three beautiful ladies"). I selected those stories marked with similar subtitles for further examination. As expected, all the selected texts conveyed a similar message, namely, that the major male character is able to marry two or three young women of equal status at the same time without any one of them becoming a concubine. Moreover, starting with the famous Huajian ji of the 1700s, these stories provided similar justifications for polygamythe man is separated by default from the first woman to whom he has become engaged. During his adventures, in which he is from time to time in danger, he is rescued by other women. He finally marries the other women in addition to his yuanpei (literally, the first wife). This is understandable because he is only showing gratitude to his benefactor(s). His decision is happily supported or even encouraged by his yuanpei. Although women are, in most cases, left with no choices in the muyushu, men seem to be more able to pursue their own agendas.
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Although women might have more space to maneuver in an oral tradition, their reflections in a written tradition are, in most cases, drawn up by men. To claim that the muyushu are written by women probably focuses too much on the audience' s side of the commercial commodity and does not consider enough about its authorship and production in print. The authorship of muyushu is, in most cases, unknown. As in the cases of Sangu Huimen and Liugu huimen, only a pseudonym, "Xianqing jushi" (a retired scholar at leisure), is noted. Because men were for a long time in a more advantageous position in a written culture, they were more likely to be the authors of the muyushu. The insights for composing vernacular literature may come from women in an oral, real-life context, but it is more likely that men put the ideas into written words and had them simplified, purified, and repackaged for a market of printed matter that entertains both male and female readers.
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The language
It is undeniable that Cantonese vernacular terminologies constitute the major "local" characteristics for muyushu. As Wu Ruiqing points out, despite the fact that she includes two of the muyushu titles in her study, namely, Liu Quan jingua and Shijiu wenlu, they do not have a Guangdong background because they originate from Xiyouji and Liang Shanbo yu Zhu Yingtai respectively. But in both texts, cuisine, fruits, and animals are articulated in Cantonese terms. 53 However, one should question how "local" the Cantonese is or which type of Cantonese is being used in a muyushu. Not being a linguist, I am unable to examine in detail the regional differences of Cantonese. However, some obvious examples are useful to illustrate the complex issues. For example, in Sangu huimen, ways of addressing people are the "standard" ones that we learn in a written context -taigong, taipo for great grandparents; fuqin and muqin for parents, gumu and yima for paternal and maternal aunts respectively. Yet, the kinship terminology used in real life can be much more complicated. Leaving aside the Hakka and the Dan fishermen, the Cantonese ways of addressing father varies, at least, from A Ye, A Bo, A Shu, A Die to A Ba , and for mother, it can vary from A Nai, A Jie, A Niang, A Mu, A Dai (in Cantonese) to A Ei (in Cantonese).
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The Cantonese used in the muyushu is probably the most common Cantonese that could be understood by the majority of the literate or semiliterate Cantonese.
It is not impossible to consider the specialities of Cantonese spoken in various regions when the vernacular is put into written form. This is demonstrated in a Christian pamphlet entitled You yinghua qianxue qimeng shu yi (Translated from an English primer of enlightenment), which was published in the Cantonese spoken in the four counties, namely, Xinhui, Enping, Kaiping and Taishan. 55 Obviously, unlike the Christian missionary, the publishers of muyushu and other Cantonese vernacular literatures can only bypass any factors that would inhibit the production and circulation of their mass-produced product. Hence, by saying that the muyushu is "local," one overlooks the commercial nature of the publishing business of muyushu. Muyushu and much other popular literature and handbooks, such as almanacs, are supported by a low-quality printing industry operated at low cost in major cities and towns, such as Guangzhou, Foshan, Dongguan, Hong Kong, and various Chinatowns in North America. 56 In most cases, one edition of stories was used without revision, and thus one printing block was reused over the centuries without regard for the changing time-space contexts. After all, being "trans-local" would guarantee wider market appeal.
Conclusion
An abundant use of Cantonese vernacular and the adaptation of local happenings are the two most distinguishable features that give muyushu a significantly "local" outlook. However, the discussion above also shows that the language used in the printed documents is mixed with a considerable amount of classical Chinese and northern vernacular. The finer details of "local" Cantonese are often excluded. The subject matter of the muyushu that I have selected for this study expresses a strong local touch. However, it is clear that the authors do not appreciate the local practices that they note because they appear "unorthodox" and unfamiliar. The intertwining of a seemingly scholar-gentry, state-wide orthodoxy and local customs described in muyushu is illustrative of a larger cultural process in an evolving regional political economy. One may wish to read between the lines to appreciate how "local practices" are portrayed and, more significant, how they are marginalized and excluded for local consumption.
If these texts become the established guidebooks for local performance, does this suggest that the possible alternatives for women in a local context are limited? Women in any real life context are never free to act according to their own will. Many studies of the area have demonstrated that women have been agents, victims, and simultaneously empowered when they went through various stages of marriage. There are intense negotiations among the brides and their female friends, their natal kin and their husbands' families, and there are ways to seek refuge, recourse, and social recognition. The point of this study is that, whereas in an oral tradition, women are involved more in the creative process and thus have more opportunities to express themselves, in a written tradition, women generally become a mere audience or even an object of mocking because they lack the command of literacy. The ambiguous wording of muyushu suggests that women might not have much of a voice in a written tradition that is dominated by literate men -even if the written literature is composed in a vernacular language, their "mother-tongue."
